Ocean Fun

(Parts of speech)

A verb is a word that shows action. Circle the verb that correctly completes each sentence.

1. A fish ____________ through its gills. (talks, breathes)
2. A whale must ____________ to the surface to breathe. (swim, jump)
3. A fish uses its fins to ____________. (breathe, swim)
4. A bottlenose dolphin ____________ swiftly. (thinks, swims)
5. A penguin is a bird that cannot ____________. (swim, fly)
6. An electric eel can ____________ its prey. (tickle, shock)

An adjective is a word that describes a noun or tells how many. Circle the adjectives in each sentence.

1. There are between three hundred and three hundred fifty species of sharks found throughout the world.
2. A male narwhal can weigh up to three thousand pounds.
3. A sea star has five arms.
4. An octopus has eight tentacles.
5. A flounder has two eyes on one side of its body.
6. The narwhal is a small whale that has one long tusk.
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